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Abstract

The space industry is experiencing rapid growth in small satellites and reusable launch
vehicles. Constellations are in development to enable exciting new applications such as real-
time video of the whole planet and broadband internet access provided through constellations
of low Earth orbiting (LEO) satellites. Existing Earth observation applications focused on
observation imagery, such as weather prediction and disaster relief planning, will have
improvements in the quality of their products from increased the resolution of the instruments
onboard the satellites and a reduction in the time between acquisitions by using large
constellations of LEO small satellites. This increasing demand for performance despite the
limited budget of commercial space companies will require solutions beyond the capabilities
of current electronic space products. In response to the increasing need for onboard
processing, Novo Space, a STAR graduate student startup founded by the author of this thesis,
is developing affordable electronic components and systems for complex LEO missions that
bridge the gap between the reliability of space-grade components and the performance of
commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) parts. This thesis focuses on architectural designs for new
space applications using Novo Space ecosystem of SpaceVPX products, the result of research
and analysis to meet the new space needs for high-performance space electronics. In
particular, we analyze three case studies: a payload subsystem, an avionics subsystem, and a
subsystem combining both avionics and payload in the same box. With the aim of furthering
our understanding of the SpaceVPX standard and its potential for future space applications, a
final example of a laser communication system is analyzed in greater detail.

Thesis Supervisor: Kerri L. Cahoy

Title: Assistant Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics
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Chapter 1

Introduction

We are on the edge of a new era in space systems. Investments in the sector have

steadily increased over the last ten years and the industry as a whole generates revenues of

more than 260 billion dollars at present [1]. This growth is mainly driven by a reduction in

launch cost and the miniaturization of space technology.

By 2020, seventy percent of the revenue generated in space will come from commercial

applications. A few years ago, there were almost no large constellations of commercial

satellites (notable exceptions being Globalstar and Iridium). Currently, companies like

SpaceX, OneWeb, and others are planning to launch hundreds of satellites in commercial

communications constellations. This revolution is so significant that the phrase "New Space"

is used. New Space refers to the new commercial aerospace companies working

independently from the government, growing at a rapid pace, and reducing the cost of access

to space.

This new space era is just commencing. There is a remarkable interest in "nano"

satellites called CubeSats [29]. The number of CubeSats and their applications will keep

growing as they are evolving from being just learning tools and becoming valuable

technology demonstrations and instruments in their own right. However, there is an increasing

awareness that slightly bigger satellites could support better solutions for some commercial
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applications. On February 9, 2017, Spacenews.com published an article [3] discussing the size

of future missions and pointing out that "42-kilogram size has maximum utility". The article

states that "many industry officials [...] called for a shift toward slightly larger and more

capable spacecraft" because "some missions simply don't fit on CubeSats". In this second

wave in the aerospace industry, there will be a need for high-performance, fault-tolerant,

interoperable modules. Experts in the field are discussing the optimal size of future missions

and there is some consent in that most commercial satellites will be in the 10 to 200 kg [30],

where most of the size, weight, and power (SWaP) is allocated for the payload. These

missions will last for several years and cost tens or hundreds million dollars; using consumer

electronics right away is not the right choice for these programs.

Commercial satellites need to do more with less space, weight, power, and money. New

space applications need reliable and powerful electronics that both perform and work with the

tighter constraints, but there are no solutions on the market. Electronic boards based on space-

grade components are too expensive and not powerful enough for the new demanding

applications. On the other hand, the consumer electronic components frequently used in

nanosatellites and short-term missions are not reliable enough for complex or long-term

missions due to the radiation environment in space.

The research work performed for this thesis project led to the ideas behind and founding

of Novo Space, which is developing products to fill this gap in the space industry. Novo

Space was co-founded by the author and colleague Facundo Jorge with technical guidance

from Prof. Kerri Cahoy. In order to get the best of both the commercial and space-grade

worlds, we selected commercial grade components known to have both good performance and

radiation tolerance, and we are designing electronic circuits, shielding, and radiation

mitigation algorithms to increase the reliability of the designs. Figure 1 shows a diagram of

the reliability, performance, and cost attributes of the three different technologies.
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+ Cost

Space-grade

Novo Space

4-J

COTS

Performance

Figure 1: Reliability, Performance, and Cost of electronic components

This idea is not entirely new. COTS electronics have been used in the space industry for

decades. However, the industry is still lacking modular and standard components capable of

exchanging data at high data rates (tens of Gbit/s). This is similar to what the defense industry

was experiencing a decade ago. The most widely adopted standard was the Versa module

Europa bus (VME) [31]. Though reliable, the VME standard imposed a bottleneck for the

capability of the system due to its low throughput (320 Mbit/s). Consequently, a contest to

replace the VME standard began and it is the author's opinion that the winner for high-

performance systems is the OpenVPX standard. Yet, the space industry is still dealing with

the VME standard and other ad-hoc solutions, such as multiple SpaceWire (SpW) networks

connecting modules even when they are in the same box. There are some products

implementing the Compact PCI (cPCI) standard, but the reliability and performance of these

products suffer from the limitations characteristic of a parallel bus. Due to the bus

configuration, failures are propagated between modules and simultaneous communications
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between components in the same backplane are not allowed. Additionally, this parallel

interface does not exploit the capability of the serial data circuits adopted by the suppliers of

modem field-programmable gate array (FPGA).

SpaceVPX [4] is the new frontier of high-performance systems for space applications.

The standard was released in 2015 and is intended to reduce risk and cost. This standard

leverages the OpenVPX and adds some specifications to increase reliability. There are already

a few companies with SpaceVPX products, but they are traditional space companies targeting

typical space applications. As far as we know, Novo Space is the first company combining the

SpaceVPX standard with a massive use of COTS, benefiting from both the system and

mechanical level definitions in the standard and the performance and cost of consumer

electronics. Novo Space also implements the FPGA mezzanine card standard [5] in all its

products (see discussion in Chapter 3), increasing modularity and flexibility.

The space industry needs flexible products that can be adapted to different needs:

develop hardware once, and use multiple times, rewriting the software to address the specific

mission needs. The benefits most from the cost of a medium scale product and the reliability

inherited from multiple missions. Novo's products will fill the gap between existing products

for traditional space and products for nanosatellites, helping the fast-growing space

community to reduce time to market, cost, and risk.

This thesis focuses on architectural designs for new space applications using Novo

Space ecosystem of SpaceVPX products. Chapter 2 summarizes the technology developed by

Novo Space and Chapter 3 presents three case studies: a payload subsystem, an avionics

subsystem, and a subsystem combining both avionics and payload in the same box. With the

aim of furthering our understanding of the SpaceVPX standard and its potential for future

space applications, a final example of a laser communication system is analyzed in greater

detail in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 2

Novo Space

Novo Space is developing affordable electronics modules and systems for complex LEO

missions that bridge the gap between the reliability of space-grade components and the

performance of COTS, reaching throughputs of several tens of Gbit/s with no single points of

failure.

By leveraging the SpaceVPX standard, Novo is designing modular components that can

be combined to create systems according to the mission requirements, from fully redundant to

single-threaded "bare minimum" systems. In addition to the SpaceVPX standard, Novo's

products incorporate the FPGA mezzanine card (FMC) specification, providing its modules

with different I/O capabilities. These FMC cards offer the flexibility to add mission-specific

hardware to the system, limiting the non-recurring engineering (NRE) to the mezzanine card,

minimizing time and cost.

The cost and long development cycles of the traditional space missions must be

significantly reduced over the next years for the commercial new space applications to

succeed. Using open standards means not having to climb the learning curve for new designs,

and the reuse of hardware and software reduces risk, shortens design cycles, and lowers life

cycle costs.
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The proposed modular and standard components can be used in multiple missions and

across different subsystems in the same satellite. Novo's products are well suited for high

bandwidth subsystems and payloads such as high-resolution cameras, high-throughput video,

avionics, communication payloads, and synthetic-aperture radars. These high-performance

systems will favor a higher level of integration, where complex tasks are performed not by

different subsystems in individual boxes but in modules connected through a high-throughput

backplane, to enable high levels of reliability and low SWaP (see Chapter 3, case study 3).

Note: there are some ambiguities between the definitions adopted in the Space VPX standard

and the terminology generally used in space systems. It is worth noting that the word

"Payload" in the standard refers to one specific Space VPX module, independently of whether

the module is used in a payload subsystem or in a bus subsystem. In this document,

"Payload" with the first letter in upper case refers to the Space VPX module and "payload"

with lower case letters refers to the subsystem. Similarly, the word "Controller" refers to the

System Controller module defined in the SpaceVPX standard independently of its use in

different subsystems.

2.1 Reliability of Novo Space Components

Novo Space uses carefully selected commercial parts that are tested in the laboratory or

known to be good due to some space heritage. Additionally, monitoring and protection

circuits are embedded in the design to manage radiation upsets and latch-ups. Finally, error

correction techniques designed to increase resilience against single event effects (SEE) are

also included in the products.

Novo's components are ruggedized. The mechanical design is aimed at transferring heat

away from the electronic components, handling the mechanical stress in the launch vehicle,

and reducing the radiation exposure in space to sustain the total ionizing dose (TID) required

for long LEO missions.
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Novo Space is developing its special blend of performance, reliability, and modularity to

cover the needs of complex LEO missions. Our approach to increased reliability is based on

proven risk, fault and degradation management strategies.

Performance + Reiblt Modularity

COTS Error detection and SaeP
correction codes (EDAC) * SpaceVPX
Protection circuits ** FMC
Parts selection and test
Mechanical Shielding
Module level redundancy

Figure 2: Novo Space special blend

* There are multiple radiation mitigation algorithms embedded in Novo's products, including

triple modular redundancy (TRM), cyclic redundancy check (CRC), Reed-Solomon and data

interleaving.

** Each component has protection, monitoring, and failure isolation circuits. Every interface

is point-to-point; there are no buses in the system, limiting the propagation of failures to only

one component. In addition to the specific circuits in Novo's products, there are benefits

intrinsic to the implementation of the SpaceVPX standard. The following list has been

adapted from the standard.

" Dual-redundant power distribution (bussed) where each distribution is supplied from

an independent power source

" Dual-redundant Utility Plane signal distribution (point-to-point cross-strapped) where

each distribution is supplied from an independent System Controller

" Card-level serial management

* Card-level reset control

" Card-level power control
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" Fault tolerant Power Supply select (bussed)

" Fault tolerant System Controller signal selection (bussed)

" Dual-redundant Data Planes (point-to-point cross-strapped)

" Dual-redundant Control Planes (point-to-point cross-strapped)

2.2 Novo Space Components

The SpaceVPX standard defines and analyzes a general but complex use case, where

each function is implemented in an independent board [4]. Even though there is value in that

case study, the SWaP and cost required to implement each function in an independent module

is prohibitive for many applications. On the other hand, combining multiple functions in

modules reduces the re-usability of the components. For this reason, Novo's products

implement the FMC standard. This standard defines 10 serial links and 48 differential pairs, in

addition to clocks, control signals, power rails, and more. Additional details about FMC

definitions can be found in [5].

Novo's SpaceVPX ecosystem includes SpaceVPX backplanes (motherboards),

SpaceVPX daughterboards, and FMC mezzanine cards.

- Backplanes. The backplane provides fast interconnect through high-speed serial links.

The backplanes are designed for the specific needs of the mission, according to the

level of reliability and number of SpaceVPX boards in the system.

- SpaceVPX daughterboards. Novo developed two different daughterboards: CPU and

Signal Processor or Smart Carrier. Novo is planning to develop a SpaceVPX Switch in

2019.

- FMC mezzanine cards. FMC cards offer flexibility to add mission-specific hardware

to the system. Novo Space is developing the following FMC boards:

" Solid-State Recorder (SSR) or mass memory

" High-speed ADC and DAC

" High-throughput interfaces like Camera Link® and SpaceWire.
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* Low-speed control interfaces like MIL-STD-1553-B, UART, CAN, and more.

Figure 3 illustrates the first prototype developed by Novo Space. The connectors defined

in both the SpaceVPX and the FMC standards are clearly visible in the image.

FMC connector

Figure 3: Novo's first prototype - Smart Carrier

The 3U SpaceVPX Smart Carrier is fully compatible with the Vita 78 SpaceVPX

standard. The Carrier design supports operation as either a Payload or a System Controller in

a SpaceVPX backplane. The module includes 4 GBytes of double data rate 3 (DDR3)

synchronous dynamic random-access memory (SDRAM) working at 6400 MBytes/s peak

transfer rate, and up to 128 MBytes of triple modular redundant non-volatile NOR memory.

This triple redundant memory provides safe storage for software and multiple configuration

files for the reconfigurable system on chip (SoC). The DDR3 memory can function as a buffer

23
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to store data transferred between the high-speed SpaceVPX interface' and the high-

performance FMC interface2 . A simplified block diagram of the Smart Carrier is illustrated in

Figure 4.

Front Panel SpW

d) Selection:
x4 x4O

x8

x80 eRedundant
. .-NOR

x8

Front Panel SpW

SERDES
SUPERVISION AND CONTROL
DIFF GPIO -
PROGRAMING PATHS

Figure 4: Smart Carrier block diagram. Image credit: Facundo Jorge

The 3U SpaceVPX CPU is a general-purpose controller fully compatible with the Vita

78 SpaceVPX standard. The CPU design supports operation as either a Payload or a System

Controller in a SpaceVPX backplane. The CPU includes a SoC device with 3 GBytes of ECC

protected DDR3 SDRAM, up to 64 MBytes of TMR non-volatile NOR memory and 128

GBytes beginning of life (BOL) of raw single-level cell (SLC) NAND flash memory for the

file system (ECC protection optional). The triple redundant NOR memory provides safe

1 8 SERDES and 40 differential pairs, up to 6.25 Gbit/s per SERDES as defined in the SpaceVPX
standard, up to 16 Gbit/s supported by Zynq Ultrascale+
28 SERDES and 80 differential pairs, up to 10 Gbit/s per SERDES as defined in the FMC standard, up
to 16 Gbit/s supported by Zynq Ultrascale+
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storage for the software and operating system. The system can run Linux for ease of

application development and driver integration. The board also includes a high-performance

(HP) FMC interface connected to the FPGA fabric of the SoC so a wide range of FMC boards

can be integrated into the system. A simplified block diagram of the CPU is illustrated in

Figure 5.

Front Panel SpW

"2

.0

Front Panel SpW

77

X8

x80

X8

48

q

n

U)

[i

CL
Je

Figure 5: CPU block diagram. Image credit: Facundo Jorge

The CPU consumes very low power and supports multiple Operating Systems. It can be

used to control the activity inside and outside the SpaceVPX box. On the other hand, the

Smart Carrier is a high-performance and power hungry processing system. Table 1 presents

the slot and module profiles applicable to both the Smart Carrier and the CPU.

25
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Table 1: Slot and module profiles supported by the CPU and Smart Carrier.

These two slot profiles specify the way in which the 224 pins in the SpaceVPX

connector are assigned to the different planes defined in the standard. The two profiles

implemented by both the CPU and the Smart Carrier are illustrated in Figure 6. The SLT3-

CON-2F8T-14.6.1 profile has eight Thin Pipes (TP, four differential pairs) to control the

activity in the subsystem through the Control Plane and the SLT3-PAY-2F1Q2T-14.2.1 has

only two pipes for redundancy. Both profiles have only two Data Plane Fat Pipes (FP, eight

differential pairs); neither of them can be used for data switching. In addition, the SLT3-

CON-2F8T-14.6.1 profile drives the signals that are connected to the Space Utility

Management module (SpaceUM), such as clocks and resets. It is worth noting that only the

SLT3-PAY-2F1Q2T-14.2.1 profile has Expansion Plane.

26

Slot profiles Controller:

0 SLT3-CON-2F8T-14.6.1

Payload (optional)

* SLT3-PAY-2FlQ2T-14.2.1

Module profiles Controller:

" MOD3-CON-2F8T-16.6.1-1-cc

" MOD3-CON-2F8T-16.6.1-2-cc

" MOD3-CON-2F8T-16.6.1-3-cc

Payload (Optional)

" MOD3-PAY-2FlQ2T-16.2.1-4-cc

* MOD3-PAY-2FlQ2T-16.2.l-5-cc

* MOD3-PAY-2FlQ2T-16.2.1-6-cc



Utility
PO

DPO (FP)

DPI (FP)

CPo8 (TP)
CP07 (TP)
CP06 (TP)
CPO5 (TP)
CPO4 (TP)
CP03 (TP)
CP02 (TP)
CP01 (TP)

Space UM
Signals 1-4

Figure 6: System Controller Profile SLT3-CON-2F8T-14.6.1 (left), Payload Profile SLT3-
PAY-2F 1 Q2T- 14.2.1 (center), references (right). Image credit: Facundo Jorge

In 2019, Novo Space will develop a Switch consisting of six FPs and two TPs on the

Data Plane and Control Plane respectively, as shown in Figure 7.

Utility
PO

DPO (FP)

DPI (FP)

DP2 (FP)

DP3 (FP)

DP4 (FP)

DP5 (FP)

User 8 DIFF

CPO2(TP)

Figure 7: Switch Profile SLT3-SWH-6F2T-14.4.1
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Chapter 3

Applications

Complex subsystems can be partially or fully implemented using one or more of Novo's

components. In this chapter, we discuss three subsystems implemented with these products.

The first case study is a payload subsystem, the second one is an avionics subsystem, and the

third one is a subsystem combining both avionics and payload in the same box.

The SpaceVPX standard defines the topology of the backplanes, which in turns defines

the configuration of the system. In the applications presented in this chapter, we propose the

customization of the backplane for specific needs. The SpaceVPX daughterboards are still

compliant with the standard, but the design of the backplane is optimized for the use case.

The Power module and the SpaceUM module are not shown in this chapter. In order to

reduce SWaP, Novo Space does not implement the SpaceUM in a separate module, instead it

is integrated in the backplane. The size of the backplane increases with the number of

modules in the system, resulting in more space available for complex SpaceUM modules.

As discussed in Chapter 2, Novo's components implement the 3U Vita 78 (SpaceVPX)

and the Vita 57 (FMC) standards. In this chapter, we represent the FMC mezzanine cards

using green circles and SpaceVPX daughterboards with blue circles as shown in Figure 8. A

blue bubble with a heavy dark outer line represents SpaceVPX CPUs as described in Chapter

2 and blue bubble without the outer line represents the SpaceVPX Smart Carriers.
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FMC
board

Figure 8: 3U SpaceVPX daughterboard and FMC mezzanine card - Render (left) and
representation in application diagrams (right)

3.1 Case Study I: Payload - Synthetic-Aperture Radar (SAR)

This section presents a case study consisting of a 32-element digital phased array radar.

In order to reduce the amount of data downloaded to ground, the raw data is processed on

board the satellite and only the processed images are sent to ground.

The slant range resolution of a SAR radar is given by:

C
Ar = 2BW

and the ground range resolution is given by:

C 1
Rr =

2BW 'sin(8)

where 0 is the look angle, c is the speed of light, and BW is the bandwidth of the pulse. The

bandwidth of a time-gated sinusoid is inversely proportional to the pulse duration. Hence, the

range resolution can only be improved by shortening the pulse. In order to break the

relationship between time and bandwidth, a more complex signal can be used. For example,

the frequency of the signal can be linearly increased or decreased with time. These signals are
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called "chirps" and they are commonly used in radars because the pulse is allowed to be much

longer without affecting the bandwidth, increasing the emitted energy without penalties in

range resolution. On reception, the echo signal must be correlated with the transmitted pulse.

Traditionally, this is performed by means of a surface acoustic wave (SAW) filter.

In order to increase performance and flexibility, newer systems sample the echo signal

and implement the correlation in the digital domain. The digital correlation configuration

needs both high-speed ADCs and high-speed DACs. According to the Nyquist theorem, the

sampling frequency must be at least twice the bandwidth of the signal.

C1
fs > 2BW => fs>-. .n

Table 2 shows the data rates generated by an 8-bit ADC working at the minimum

required sampling frequency for different resolutions and elevation angles.
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Resolution [m]
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

10 13828 6914 4609 3457 2766 2305 1975 1728 1536 1383 1257 1152 1064 988 922 864 813 768 728 691
11 12584 6292 4195 3146 2517 2097 1798 1573 1398 1258 1144 1049 968 899 839 787 740 699 662 629
12 11549 5775 3850 2887 2310 1925 1650 1444 1283 1155 1050 962 888 825 770 722 679 642 608 577
13 10674 5337 3558 2669 2135 1779 1525 1334 1186 1067 970 890 821 762 712 667 628 593 562 534
14 9925 4963 3308 2481 1985 1654 1418 1241 1103 993 902 827 763 709 662 620 584 551 522 496
15 9277 4639 3092 2319 1855 1546 1325 1160 1031 928 843 773 714 663 618 580 546 515 488 464
16 8711 4356 2904 2178 1742 1452 1244 1089 968 871 792 726 670 622 581 544 512 484 458 436
17 8213 4106 2738 2053 1643 1369 1173 1027 913 821 747 684 632 587 548 513 483 456 432 411
18 7770 3885 2590 1943 1554 1295 1110 971 863 777 706 648 598 555 518 486 457 432 409 389
19 7375 3688 2458 1844 1475 1229 1054 922 819 738 670 615 567 527 492 461 434 410 388 369
20 7021 3510 2340 1755 1404 1170 1003 878 780 702 638 585 540 501 468 439 413 390 370 351
21 6700 3350 2233 1675 1340 1117 957 838 744 670 609 558 515 479 447 419 394 372 353 335
22 6410 3205 2137 1602 1282 1068 916 801 712 641 583 534 493 458 427 401 377 356 337 320
23 6145 3073 2048 1536 1229 1024 878 768 683 615 559 512 473 439 410 384 361 341 323 307

0 24 5903 2952 1968 1476 1181 984 843 738 656 590 537 492 454 422 394 369 347 328 311 2950)-
M 25 5682 2841 1894 1420 1136 947 812 710 631 568 517 473 437 406 379 355 334 316 299 284
.T 26 5477 2739 1826 1369 1095 913 782 685 609 548 498 456 421 391 365 342 322 304 288 274
a 27 5289 2644 1763 1322 1058 881 756 661 588 529 481 441 407 378 353 331 311 294 278 264
C 28 5115 2557 1705 1279 1023 852 731 639 568 511 465 426 393 365 341 320 301 284 269 256
0' 29 4953 2476 1651 1238 991 825 708 619 550 495 450 413 381 354 330 310 291 275 261 248

30 4802 2401 1601 1201 960 800 686 600 534 480 437 400 369 343 320 300 282 267 253 240
31 4662 2331 1554 1165 932 777 666 583 518 466 424 388 359 333 311 291 274 259 245 233
32 4531 2266 1510 1133 906 755 647 566 503 453 412 378 349 324 302 283 267 252 238 227
33 4409 2204 1470 1102 882 735 630 551 490 441 401 367 339 315 294 276 259 245 232 220
34 4294 2147 1431 1073 859 716 613 537 477 429 390 358 330 307 286 268 253 239 226 215
35 4186 2093 1395 1047 837 698 598 523 465 419 381 349 322 299 279 262 246 233 220 209
36 4085 2042 1362 1021 817 681 584 511 454 408 371 340 314 292 272 255 240 227 215 204
37 3990 1995 1330 997 798 665 570 499 443 399 363 332 307 285 266 249 235 222 210 199
38 3900 1950 1300 975 780 650 557 487 433 390 355 325 300 279 260 244 229 217 205 195
39 3815 1908 1272 954 763 636 545 477 424 382 347 318 293 273 254 238 224 212 201 191
40 3735 1868 1245 934 747 623 534 467 415 374 340 311 287 267 249 233 220 208 197 187
41 3660 1830 1220 915 732 610 523 457 407 366 333 305 282 261 244 229 215 203 193 183
42 3588 1794 1196 897 718 598 513 449 399 359 326 299 276 256 239 224 211 199 189 179
43 3521 1760 1174 880 704 587 503 440 391 352 320 293 271 251 235 220 207 196 185 176
44 3456 1728 1152 864 691 576 494 432 384 346 314 288 266- 247 230 216 203 192 182 173
45 3395 1698 1132 849 679 566 485 424 377 340 309 283 261 243 226 212 200, 189 179 170

Table 2: Data rates (in Mbit/s) generated by a one-channel ADC

The maximum throughput of each of the 10 serial data interfaces connecting the FMC

mezzanine card with the SpaceVPX daughterboard is 16 Gbit/s [6]. The JESD204

specifications describe serial data interfaces and the link protocols between data converters

and logic devices [8]. The LogiCORETM IP JESD204 core [9] sold by Xilinx Inc., the supplier

of the SoC used for data processing in the Smart Carrier, supports lane rates of up to 12.5

Gbit/s characterized to the JESD204B specification. Given that the JESD204 specifications
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defines 8b/10b encoding for synchronization, clock recovery and DC balance, the maximum

effective data throughput is approximately 10 Gbit/s.

As shown in Table 2, each ADC channel can be supported by a one-lane JESD204B

interface for any resolution above two meters or any elevation angle above 15 degrees. In real

applications, the sampling frequency is higher than the frequency defined by the Nyquist

theorem in order to relax the requirements on the antialiasing filter and consequently, its order

and complexity, and improve the rejection of the image frequency. Even for a sampling

frequency equal to twice the minimum sampling frequency and an ADC resolution of 16 bits

per sample, the throughput can be supported by just one serial data interface when the range

resolution is above 5 meters. A 5-meter resolution space-based SAR is beyond the state of the

art of current SAR technology [32].

As described in Chapter 2, each Novo Space module has eight serial data interfaces

routed between the FMC mezzanine card and the SpaceVPX board, supporting a 4 ADC / 4

DAC mezzanine card capable of synthesizing and sampling the baseband signals for four

radiating elements of the antenna. In the proposed configuration, each of the eight nodes is

connected to four elements of the antenna through a set of four radio frequency (RF) modules

with no phase shifter. Each FMC ADC/DAC board transmits to and receives signals from

each column of four radiating elements in the antenna. Each SpaceVPX Smart Carrier acts on

the amplitude and the phase at the four signals sent to and received from each radiating

element in order to steer the beam in the desired angle.

The SAR is a payload that will not be powered all the time. Hence, the risk of having a

destructive event is low. Single-event upsets (SEU) are non-destructive events that could

temporarily interrupt the functionality of the system, but they would not compromise the

mission. Additionally, the failure of a component will, in most cases, degrade the performance

of the payload but the system will still be operational (for more details, see discussion on

system reliability at the end of this section). The SpaceVPX standard defines independent

power rails for each module and there are no shared buses in the system, allowing the total
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isolation of the fail component. For the reasons discussed above, the topology selected for this

use case does not include module level redundancy.

The SpaceVPX Control Plane always uses the Star topology while the SpaceVPX Data

Plane can be either a Star topology or a Mesh topology. Both Star and mesh topologies are

analyzed for this application. In the Star configuration, the data sent to the Controller is routed

to the corresponding Smart Carrier to perform the next step in the processing chain. The

Smart Carriers are called DSP in this configuration due to the specific tasks implemented in

these boards.
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SpaceVPX
ADC/DAC Solid State ADC/DAC

Recorder

ADC/DAC ADCDAC

ADC/DAA ADC/DAC

ADC/DAC ADC_/DAC

RF module (4 channels)

4x8 antenna array

SpaceVPX - Utility plane SpaceVPX - Expansion plane FMC

SpacdVPX - Data plane SpaceVPX - User defined External interface

SpaceVPX - Control plane

Figure 9: Synthetic-aperture radar with Star topology backplane

The DDR3 memory on the Smart Carrier will function as a buffer to store data

transferred between the FMC and the SpaceVPX interface. If the duty cycle of the conversion

windows used to sample the echo signal and the sampling frequency are high, then the serial

data interface between each DSP module and the Formatter module will not support the data
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rate generated by the four ADCs on the FMC card. In that case, the unused serial data

interfaces available on each DSP module can be used to connect the DSP modules to each

other, resulting in a mesh topology with a distributed Data Switch.

The Formatter module is in charge of the last processing layer, including image

compression and storage. The SSR FMC securely stores formatted data, which are retrieved

and sent to the downlink through the frontal SpaceWire (SpW) connectors in the CPU board

when the satellite is in view of the ground station. The SpaceVPX IO module is used to

receive commands from and send telemetry data to the control and data handling (CDH)

subsystem. The Formatter is the Controller of the subsystem. Given that all the eight links in

the Control Plane are used to communicate the DSP modules with the Formatter, the

Controller communicates with CDH through the 10 module using the user defined pins.

The Expansion Plane connects consecutive DSP blocks in the system. This plane can be

used to route data from a DSP module to the Formatter through the next DSP module in case

the Data Plane between the DSP module and the Formatter module does not work properly.

The external Power Unit provides unregulated power to the SpaceVPX box. The internal

Power module implemented in the backplane generates the voltages defined in the standard.

The Power Unit can measure these voltages through the 10 module.

The Formatter is implemented using Novo's CPU working in System Controller

configuration (see Chapter 2). Both the CPU and the Smart Carriers support the eight serial

data lanes defined in the SpaceVPX standard. In the Star configuration, only one serial data

interface connects each DSP block with the Formatter. This is not a standard use of the

module. The SpaceVPX standard defines two FPs for the Data Plane of 3U systems (for more

information refer to Chapter 2). The configuration presented in Figure 9 does not contradict

the standard because the repartition of the two Fat Pipes is allowed, but does not strictly

follow the recommendations. For a more standard implementation, a ring topology can be

used as shown in Figure 10.
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SpaceVPX - Utility plane Sp
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SpaceVPX - Control plane

aceVPX - Expansion plane.

aceVPX - User defined
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External interface

Figure 10: Synthetic-aperture radar with Ring topology

The main disadvantage of this configuration is related to module failures. The failure of

one module can affect the other modules because the data needs to be routed in the other

direction. In this case, the FP connecting the last payload module with the Formatter will be

shared by up to seven DSP modules. Additionally, this configuration will consume more
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power and the routing information will slightly decrease the effective data rate of each

channel and increase the complexity of the system.

In this configuration, the Expansion Plane can be used to replace the Data Plane

between two consecutive DSP modules in case of a partial failure. However, depending on the

position of the board in the system, the maximum data throughput supported by this plane will

introduce a bottleneck in the system due to the amount of information generated by every

DSP module.

Both architectures described in this section can be implemented using the following off-

the-shelf Novo's components:

1 x SpaceVPX CPU

* 8 x SpaceVPX Smart Carrier

1 x SpaceVPX 1/0 board, custom design

S1x FMC SSR

* 8 x FMC 4xADC/4xDAC, not developed yet

1 x 10 slots SpaceVPX backplane with Power module and SpaceUM

Figure 11 shows a render of the subsystem and its main features.
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Fully digital phased array, 32 radiating elements

I Minimum 5 meters slant range resolution

1 TB storage in SLC or 8 TB storage in MLC ()

On-board processing system

JTAG network(**)

Ruggedized design

Operational temperature: -25 OC to +60 *C

Robust system diagnosis and control through IPMI

(*) Data protected with Reed-Solomon encoding and interleaving

(**) All modules connected to the same network accessible from one side of the box

Figure 11: Render of a 32-radiating element SAR

Figure 12 shows the reliability model for this system.

r --------- ----- I-,-------------- --------- - - --

II Pa Pd p

Power Module Formatter Module DSP Modules 10 Module
Ppm Plor Pdsp

Figure 12: SAR system reliability model

We assumed for this analysis that the 10 board has no credible points of failure.

Mathematically, the reliability of the system is given by:
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Reliability = Por-Pasp-Ppm

where ppor is the reliability of the Formatter and SSR combined, Pdsp is the reliability of the

eight DSP and eight ADC/DAC FMC combined in series, and ppm is the reliability of the

Power module composed of two redundant power supply sub-modules. The reliability of the

set of modules performing different functions in the system can be evaluated using the

binomial distribution considering the number of modules performing the same function and

the number of redundancies. The probability of getting exactly k successes in n trials is given

by the following probability mass function:

f(k, n, p) = Pr(X = k) = (n) pk. (1 - p"-

evaluating this function for each type of element in the system:

Pfor = f (1, 1, P) = Pf = 1 Pff

Pdsp = f( 8 ,8, Pd) = Pd8 - (1 Pfd) 8

Ppm = f(1, 2, pp) + f(2, 2, pp) = 1 - fpp 2

where pff, pfd, pfp are the probability of failure of the Formatter, DSP, and Power module

respectively, and por, Pdsp, ppm are the reliability of each set of modules performing

identical functions. The reliability of the system can be expressed in terms of the individual

probabilities of failure of each module:

Reliability = (1 - Pff). (1 - Pfd),. (1 - pf 2 )

The reliability of the Power module increases due to the redundancy defined in the

standard, whereas the DSP modules are the components contributing the most to the

degradation of the system reliability because they are connected in series in the reliability

model; in other words, eight modules out of eight must work for the system to work.
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Some systems have many elements performing similar functions, such as sonars, radars,

wireless telecommunications equipment, and other multiple input multiple output (MIMO)

systems. These systems can deliver value even when some of the elements do not work

properly. In most modem systems, each element can be reprogrammed to cover the

functionality of the missing element. For example, when the transmit/receive module (TRM)

in a radar system fails, the antenna pattern is recalculated and the gain and phase shift of the

remaining TRM modules are reprogrammed to obtain an antenna pattern similar to the

original one using all the modules. In these cases, the operation under degraded functionality

is accepted. Assuming the system shown in Figure 9 is capable of performing its function

when at least seven out of the eight DSP modules are working, then the reliability can be

calculated as follows:

Pdsp = f (7, 8, pd) + f(8,8, Pd) = 8 (1 - fPd )7 fPc + (1 - fPd) 8

The degraded operation mode brings functional redundancy to the system. When this is

accepted, only one out of two power supplies and seven out of eight DSP modules need to

work properly for the system to work. In this case, the only single point of failure in the

system is the Formatter module. If this is not an acceptable risk, a second Formatter can be

added in order to increase the reliability of the system. Assuming equal reliability for every

module, then the reliability of the system is:

Reliability = (1 - fp2) 2. (8 (1 _fp7 f)Pd + (1 - fp)8 )

Figure 13 shows the reliability of the system assuming equal reliability for each

module.
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Figure 13: System reliability

As shown in Figure 13, the reliability of the original system with no modular or

functional redundancy is low. Even for a probability of failure for each module below 2%, the

reliability of the system is worse than 85% (blue line). Adding a second Formatter (red line)

has almost no impact on the reliability of the system because the high risk of failure given by

the eight DSP modules is not mitigated. When the degraded operation is accepted, the

reliability increases (green line) to 97%.

Adding a second Formatter to the system at this point has a more significant impact

because its probability of failure has a higher contribution to the system reliability equation

once the failure of one DSP module is accepted. The reliability increases up to 99% (black

line) when a second Formatter is added and the contribution is higher when the reliability of

each component decreases. For example, for a probability of failure per module of 10%, the

system reliability increases 7.3% adding a second Formatter.
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Figure 14: Marginal contribution to system reliability

The ratio between the reliability of the system with one and two Formatters linearly

increases with the probability of failure of the module. If the module is reliable enough, then

there is no need to add another Formatter as it does not significantly increase the reliability of

the system.

Figure 15 presents a system with redundant Formatter modules. The number of UTPs

(Ultra-Thin Pipe, two differential pairs) on the Payload side doubles, but there are yet many

available pipes on that side. The number of TPs in the Control Plane and UTPs in the Data

Plane are the same on the Controller side.
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Figure 15: Synthetic-aperture radar with Star topology backplane and redundant Controller

In this configuration, CDH controls the active redundancy by means of a bi-level
signal connected to the SpaceUM module implemented in the backplane. The SpaceUM
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module redirects the signals in the Utility Plane driven by the active Formatter to the DSP

modules. The UM module also powers on and off the corresponding Formatter module

according to the state of the same signal.

3.2 Case Study II: Avionics for Small Satellites

The avionics subsystem is critical to the mission since it controls the communications

and attitude of the satellite, among other critical functions. Hence, the subsystem cannot fail,

and even temporary failures introduce a high risk to the mission. For this reason, a fully

redundant system in mesh configuration is presented in this section. A Mesh topology

connects each slot directly to every other slot without the use of a centralized Switch slot,

although a switch can be embedded in the Payload modules.

In the application presented in this section, each component in the subsystem has its

own redundancy with full cross-strapping connecting all the components and redundancies. In

a full-mesh, the failure of one module does not affect the ability of any working module to

communicate with any other module in the mesh.
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SSR

(Redundant)

SpaceVPX - Data plane SpaceVPX - Expansion plane. FMC
SpaceVPX - Control plane SpaceVPX - User defined External inte rface

Figure 16: Fully redundant Avionics subsystem with mesh topology backplane

In this system designed for small satellites, the functionalities of both CDH and the
Attitude and Orbit Control subsystem (AOCS) are combined in a single SpaceVPX module to
reduce SWaP. The payload is connected to the avionics subsystem through the 10 module.
The unused pipes in the Control Plane are connected directly between CDH & AOCS and the
10 module. The telemetry data generated in the SpaceVPX subsystem and the data received
from the external payload through these pipes are stored in the SSR. This information is
downloaded to ground through the High-Data Rate Downlink when the ground station is in
range.

In this configuration, the payload and the low-data rate radio used to receive commands
from and send telemetry data to the ground station are external components to the SpaceVPX
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system. The data rate between each SpaceVPX component is 10 Gbit/s. This limit is defined

by the maximum data rate of each serial data interface in the CPU module, which are slower

than the ones in the Payload modules (2.5 Gbit/s and 16 Gbit/s respectively). As defined in

the SpaceVPX standard, no power rails are shared between different modules and there are no

single points of failure in the whole subsystem.

This implementation is compliant with the SpaceVPX standard in that each module has

only two FPs. The main disadvantage of this configuration is that all the serial data interfaces

are used for internal connectivity and there are no additional high-speed serial data interfaces

that can be routed through the 10 module in order to communicate external high-throughput

payloads. Additionally, there is no need for four serial data lanes between modules in most

applications. As explained at the beginning of this Chapter, Novo's products provide extra

flexibility for the user to distribute the Data Plane pipes in the most convenient configuration.

For example, if only one lane is routed between each High DR Downlink and each CDH &

AOCS module, then the remaining two lanes of each module can be routed to the 10 module.

The CPU has no Expansion Plane when working as System Controller. Given that there

are only two Payload modules in the system, the remaining lines in the Control Plane can also

be used to communicate the CPU with the external subsystems through the 10 module. On the

other hand, Payload modules have the full Expansion Plane available, which can be routed to

the IO module as needed. For example, the AOCS subsystem can talk with the sensors and

actuators implementing low-speed interfaces in the 10 board such as SPI, 12C, CAN, etc. The

High DR Downlink will use the lines in the Expansion Plane to control gimbals and RF gain.

If necessary, both CPUs can be used in hot backup configuration. In this case, the

Control Plane TP between the two modules is used to synchronize the software in both

modules and reduce the time between the moment a failure occurs and the time the redundant

CPU takes control over the subsystem.

The Avionics of a small satellite described in this subsection can be implemented with

the following Novo's components:
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* 2 x SpaceVPX CPU

* 2 x SpaceVPX Smart Carrier

* 2 x FMC SSR

* 2 x FMC High data rate modulator, not developed yet

1 x SpaceVPX 1/0 board - custom design

1 x 5 slots SpaceVPX backplane - custom design

* 1 x Power module

Figure 17 shows a render of the subsystem described in this subsection displaying only

the nominal modules. The subsystem has no credible single points of failure. The spare

modules can be powered on and off as needed and the Data Planes and Control Planes are

dual-redundant with point-to-point cross-strapping.

10 Gbps bandwidth between any two components

I TB storage in SLC or 8 TB storage in MLC

Functional redundancy

Mesh configuration

JTAG network

External payload

Optional 1553 interface

Optional SpW interface

Optional CAN interface

Ruggedized design

Operational temperature: -25 *C to +60 0C

Robust system diagnosis and control through IPMI

Figure 17: Render of the fully redundant avionics subsystem
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3.3 Case Study III: Avionics and Payload in the Same Box

In most not-so-small satellites, the AOCS and CDH subsystems are implemented in two

different modules, enabling development teams to work on independent modules and

integrate the system later on. This level of modularity is also beneficial in reusing modules in

multiple missions. When splitting the functionality in multiple modules, the two Data Planes

per module are insufficient to connect all the electronic boards in a mesh. In this case, a Star

topology can be used to connect the modules.

A Star topology connects Payloads through a centralized Switch. In a Dual Star

configuration, a second Switch is added to the system to increase the overall fault tolerance.

Every Payload slot in the system is connected to both Switches.

In this case study, the payload is assumed to be part of the SpaceVPX system, with the

same redundancy and cross-strapping common to the other components. There is cross-

strapping between the primary and redundant modules so that any one module can fail and the

remaining modules can operate with any of the primary or redundant modules.
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Figure 18: Fully redundant avionics subsystem and payload with dual star topology backplane

Figure 19 shows the reliability model diagram for this use case. The diagram includes
two SpaceUM modules, dual Power Supply modules, dual CDH, dual AOCS, dual Data
Switch modules, dual Payload modules, and one IO module. The utility, Data and Control
Planes are all dual redundant. The Utility Plane is indicated by the P (Power) and S (System)
connections.
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Figure 19: Reliability model diagram for the fully redundant avionics subsystem and payload

The two main disadvantages of the dual-star system are SWaP and cost. As explained

in the first case study, a non-standard use of the serial data lanes gives the system a higher

level of reliability in exchange for bandwidth. For example, a fully functional mesh can be

implemented using the eight serial data lanes individually.
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Figure 20: Fully redundant avionics subsystem and payload with Mesh topology backplane.

The bold red line between CDH and the High-DR Downlink represents two serial data

lines working at 5 Gbit/s. This dual data lane link will be used to download high volumes of

data stored in the SSR during periods of no visibility of the ground station.

Figure 21 shows a render of the physical configuration of the subsystem described in

this section.
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vI 10 Gbps bandwidth between any two components

I TB storage in SLC or 8 TB storage in MLC (*)

V Modular redundancy

V Double Star configuration

Dynamic data routing I

JTAG network(**)

V Internal payload

Optional 1553 and SpW interfaces

Operational temperature: -25 *C to +60 *C

Robust system diagnosis and control through IPMI.

(*) Protected with Reed-Solomon encoding and interleaving

(**) All modules connected to the same network accessible from the side

Figure 21: Render of the fully redundant avionics subsystem and payload
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Chapter 4

Laser communications system

In Chapter 3, we presented three applications implemented using Novo's products. In

this chapter, we analyze a more specific case study to deepen our understanding on the

benefits of the SpaceVPX standard in the implementation of high-performance space systems.

The case study analyzed in this section is a 6U Cubesat with a laser communications payload.

Lasercom systems [10, 11, 12, 13] transmit information using carrier frequencies within

the infrared (IR), visible, or ultraviolet (UV) bands. Due to the very high frequencies used by

these systems, large gains are obtained with small apertures. The high directivity of the beam

results in a higher link efficiency as more of the transmitted energy reaches the receiver

compared to the case of RF systems. The second advantage of Lasercom systems over RF

systems is the lack of regulation for the optical bands, allowing optical communications

systems to use more bandwidth than is available at RF. These benefits allow optical

communications systems to reach data rates greater than those provided by current RF

systems.

The STAR laboratory is working on multiple CubeSat projects. During my two years at

MIT, I mainly participated in two missions, NODE [18, 19, 20, 22] and CLICK [35]. The

Nanosatellite Optical Downlink Experiment (NODE) is a laser communications module for

CubeSats and the CubeSat Lasercom Infrared CrosslinK (CLICK) is a free space optical
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crosslink mission with nanosecond timing accuracy, precision pointing, acquisition, and

tracking control in LEO.

The electronics boards were designed specifically for each mission and the projects were

delayed multiple times due to changes in requirements and changes in the bus provider. Even

though these changes were related to external factors, the tight connection between

requirements and hardware amplified the impact of each change. Additionally, it was not

possible to reuse the electronics designed for NODE in CLICK because the resources in the

electronic boards were barely sufficient for the mission for which the hardware was designed.

More generally, though there is a strong heritage from previous missions at system level,

there is little reuse of electronic boards because the design is tailored to the specific

requirements of the mission. This is a problem every organization faces when developing

hardware: there is barely enough time and resources to tackle the specific problem and there

are no additional resources for accommodating new requirements or reusing the technology in

future projects.

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, NODE is a simplex optical

communications payload whereas CLICK is a full duplex system. In this chapter, we propose

an architecture for a full duplex system, covering the needs of both projects. In addition to the

Lasercom system, the architecture presented in this Chapter also includes the bus. This will

allow the STAR laboratory to have a system compatible with a high-performance payload for

future missions.

4.1 CLICK Overview

There are three main components in CLICK system: transmitter, receiver, and pointing,

acquisition, and tracking (PAT) system. The PAT system consists of a camera and a quadrant

photodiode detector to sense the beacon, and a FSM to align the Tx/Rx signal with the

received beacon [34]. The transmitter optical sub-assembly (TOSA) circuit, filter, and
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photodiode (PD) are used to increase the extinction ratio of the transmitted signal [20].

Finally, an avalanche photodiode (APD) is used to receive modulated data. The CLICK

system is depicted in Figure 22. The graphic has been adapted from an original provided by

Peter Grenfell. Detailed description of the design of the Lasercom system is beyond the scope

of this work, and readers are referred to [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26].

O taFitrn 4- #* FSM 4--* Beam Splitter 14---- Beam Splitter 4..... Tx Collimator

QuadCell APD EDFA

Filter - -

Signal Conditioning Circuit
(TIA, attenuation & Filtering) TOS

Optical interface

Electrical Interface ADC ADC Driver TOSA Control

ADC

Beacon Camera + Pointing System Demodulator Modulator -

Beacon Laser

Ranging

ADCS

Processing system

Figure 22: CLICK system

CLICK inherited most of the transmitter and PAT systems developed for NODE. These

two systems have been widely analyzed in other works [23, 24, 25, 26]. The key difference

between CLICK and NODE is on the receiver side. NODE is a one-way Lasercom system,
and there is no laser receiver onboard the satellite. PorTeL [33], the optical ground station

developed by the STAR laboratory, initially processed data offline using a high SWaP and
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expensive data logger [23]. This configuration is adequate for a ground station but cannot be

used to process data onboard the satellite. In the next section, we discuss the design of a real-

time Lasercom receiver for a PPM modulation system. The receiver can be used in both flight

segment and ground segment.

4.2 Receiver Design

The matched filter (MF) is the optimal linear filter for detecting known signals

transmitted through additive stochastic noise channels. The classical implementation of an

optimal receiver uses multiple matched filters, each of them performs the correlation with a

template of one of the transmitted signal. The output of the MFs are compared against each

other in order to select the most likely transmitted symbol.

This configuration has been widely used in Radio Frequency (RF) systems and was

already demonstrated in a laser communication system called the Lunar Laser

Communications Demonstration (LLCD) [14, 15, 16].

MSB (SI + S2) - (S3 + S4)
LSB - (81 + S4) - (S2 + S3)

Matched Filters

S1

S2Compare CompareSs+2)(3+4 I S (S1+s4)-C,(s2+S3) LSB

Fro comm S

detector

Figure 23: Electrical design of the demodulation of the uplink 4-ary PPM waveform [14]
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In the LLCD mission, the matched filters and the pulse-position modulation (PPM)

demodulator are implemented in the analog domain and the FPGA only implements the

synchronization at symbol and frame level. Due to its power efficiency, these three projects,

LLCD, NODE, and CLICK, use PPM. The main difference between the LLCD and the

systems developed at the STAR laboratory is the modulation order. NODE needs to work

under different atmospheric conditions for downlinks, and CLICK needs to work at both short

and long ranges between satellites. Hence, both projects need to support a large power

dynamic range. In order to handle the desired dynamic range, NODE and CLICK are capable

of transmitting signals with different power levels. The Erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA)

used in both projects is an average power limited device; the higher the average time between

pulses, the higher the peak power of each pulse. When the pulse length is fixed, the

transmitted power increases with the modulation order.

The PPM order used in the LLCD is small and unique (4 for the uplink). On the

contrary, the PPM order used in NODE and CLICK can be selected according to the

attenuation of the channel as discussed above. Implementing a variable order PPM receiver in

the analog domain is complex due to the number of matched filters or delays needed. In

addition, the Tx and Rx clocks need to be synchronized in order to sample the output of the

matched filter at its maximum, otherwise, the SNR is reduced. The synchronization circuit for

LLCD is described in [17]. Synchronizing both Tx and Rx clocks for multiple and high PPM

orders is challenging due to the long and variable delays between consecutive pulses. For the

reasons mentioned above, the architecture presented in Figure 23 cannot be used for NODE or

CLICK.

In this chapter, we propose an all-digital receiver. Both matched filter and demodulator

are implemented in the digital domain. The basic architecture is illustrated in Figure 24.
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Figure 24: Lasercom Rx architecture with digital MFs

The block interleaver/deinterleaver and Reed-Solomon (RS) encoder/decoder are

described in other works [20, 23]. In the next subsection, we focus on the design of the clock

recovery circuit, frame synchronization, and real-time PPM demodulator. The architecture of

the PPM demodulator is also described in [20, 23]. However, the design relies on a data

logger system and offline processor. Even though this is acceptable for a first implementation

of a ground station, the cost and size of the high-end data logger system and the amount of

memory required to store data and post-process the information make it a non-viable solution

for a satellite optical receiver or a real-time optical ground station.

4.3 Detailed Design

Figure 25 presents a block diagram for the proposed Lasercom system. In PPM

modulation, symbols are delayed versions of the same pulse. For this reason, there is only one

matched filter to detect different symbols. Moreover, the same matched filter can be used for

the preamble detection and PPM demodulation if the pulses in the preamble are selected to

match the pulses in the data field.
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Figure 25: Rx Lasercom architecture

The previous stages, such as APD, transimpedance amplifier (TIA), variable attenuator,

and driver are not shown in Figure 25. The anti-aliasing filter restricts the bandwidth of the

signals in order to avoid overlapping or aliasing after sampling. The preamble detector detects

packets and synchronizes frames. This block also estimates the signal and noise power levels

used to assign confidence levels in the PPM demodulator. The timer generates the symbol and

time-slots reference marks aligned with the beginning of the packet. The PPM demodulator

selects the most likely transmitted symbol and assigns confidence level according to a

comparison against the signal and noise power levels. The time tags processor counts pulses

from the last received time mark to the time a new preamble is detected. These functions are

discussed in more detail in the following subsections.

In this architecture, the data rate is limited by the sampling rate of the ADC. Figure 26

shows an ADC from Texas Instruments (ADC12J4000 [28]) that can be used in this

application. The sampling rate of this 12-bit ADC is 4 GSPS, and the maximum power

consumption when the digital down converter (DDC) is bypassed is 2 W. This Quad Flat

component is easy to mount and inspect. The component uses up to eight serial data
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interfaces, which is compliant with the FMC standard, the LogiCORETM IP JESD204 core,
and Novo's products.
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VIN- DDC DS6+lNCO)1
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Configuration SP SCLK
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SDO

Figure 26: ADC12J4000 12-Bit, 4-GSPS ADC [28]

Assuming a minimum of four samples per pulse, the minimum time slot using a 4
GSPS ADC is 1 ns, and the maximum data rate for a 1 ns pulse is 500 Mbit/s for 2-PPM or 4-
PPM. Even though there are optical systems reaching higher data rates, their complexity
(synchronization electronics on both sides, optical demodulation, gimbals, telescope size,
etc.), cost, and power consumption make them inadequate solutions for CubeSats.
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4.3.1 Preamble detector

The preamble proposed in [23] uses at least 16 PPM symbols to synchronize packets.

This is a valid approach for offline processing, but it is not a good option for processing data

in real time due to its length and the memory needed to store every symbol. Additionally, with

the aim of reducing the cross-correlation with the data field, the preamble selected for

different PPM orders is different. Hence, different synchronism circuits are needed for

different PPM orders, increasing complexity and resource utilization in the FPGA.

The preamble selected for this application is designed to be of minimal length and to

minimize the cross-correlation with the data field, increasing the effective data rate of the

system, and minimizing false synchronizations. Selecting a short preamble also reduces the

resources needed in the FPGA. The separation between pulses for the selected preamble is

higher than the symbol length for the maximum modulation order (32 time slots). Hence, the

power level of the pulses in the preamble will be at least as high as the ones in the data field.

Additionally, the cross-correlation between the preamble and the data field is reduced because

there are no combinations of symbols that resemble the preamble.

T > 32-PPM symbol T > 32-PPM symbol

so si .

Preamble Data field

Figure 27: Preamble design

The preamble detector generates a one-clock cycle pulse when a new packet is detected.

This time mark is used to latch the counter value in the time tags processor and start the timer.

In order to detect packets, the output of the MF is compared against a threshold. If a low

threshold is selected, then the noise will trigger the detector generating false packets. False
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alarms are reduced when selecting a high threshold. However, packets with not enough
energy to reach the threshold will be lost. For these reasons, we propose a variable threshold
based on the estimation of the noise power level. The threshold is automatically adjusted
when the noise power level changes, reducing both false alarms and packet losses. This
technique is known as constant false alarm rate (CFAR) and it is widely used in Primary
Surveillance Radar (PSR).

The time between pulses in the preamble is used to measure the noise power level for
the CFAR algorithm. There are several constraints for the selection of the noise estimation
windows. In order to avoid errors in the noise estimation due to the signal contributions, the
noise estimation windows must not be overlapped with the pulses in the preamble.
Additionally, the noise estimation windows need to be close enough to the pulses in order to
get a good estimation of the noise overlapped with the pulses in the preamble. Finally, to
avoid measuring the spread of the preamble pulses, there needs to be a time gap between the
pulses and the noise estimation windows. We propose the use of three windows for noise
power estimation as shown in Figure 28.

Noise estimation windows Preamble

32-PPM packe

guard time

Figure 28: Noise power estimation windows

This detection method uses all the signal energy in the preamble. Hence, it is not so
sensible to the shape of the edges. However, any significant noise could trigger the detection
of a packet, generating a false alarm. For this reason, the two pulses in the preamble are
individually compared against the noise power level and a packet is detected only if both
outputs are above the threshold calculated using two consecutive noise power measurement
windows. The three noise estimation windows can be combined using the average, maximum,
or minimum value. The minimum operator is preferred over the maximum and average
operators because it is not severely affected by APD shot noise.
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The output of each matched filter is compared against the scaled and biased value of the

estimated noise power level. The scale factor and bias are configurable:

detection <=> (MFlout > thrl) & (MF2out > thr2 ) =>

detection <= (MFlout > G min(NP1, NP2) + 0) & (MF2out > G min(NP2, NP3) + 0)

where MFlout and MF2out are the estimated signal power level for the first and second pulse

of the preamble, NPJ, NP2, and NP3, are the estimated noise power level in each window, G

is the configurable gain, and 0 is the configurable offset. Once the packet is detected, the

power level of the whole preamble is used to look for the peak in the preamble as shown in

Figure 29.

Rx signal PPM32 packet

Preamble detection mask

Noise estimation mask

~thrshod ~ I Ithreshold 2

Correlation

Search windows

Figure 29: Preamble detection using CFAR

The implementation of the preamble detector using only one matched filter and a delay

line is shown in Figure 30.
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Figure 30: Preamble detector with a single MF and a delay line, simplified view.

The peak search block looks for the maximum in the correlation combining the energy
of both pulses in the preamble and generates the bop mark. The search window is delimited
by the time both pulses reach the corresponding thresholds.

The preamble can be extended to include several pulses to get a stronger correlation and
handle signals with a very low SNR. The signal and noise levels estimated by the CFAR
algorithm are used to assign confidence levels to each demodulated symbol. These confidence
levels can be later used by the EDAC algorithms to improve bit error rate (BER).
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4.3.2 Timer

The timer generates the synchronism signal used by the PPM demodulator to integrate

samples in the same time slot. It also generates the symbol mark used to compare the energy

level of the time slots in the same symbol. Finally, the timer counts the number of symbols

and asserts a signal flagging the end of the packet when the count reaches the predefined

number of symbols per packet. The preamble detector accepts new packets when this signal is
asserted.

bOP Rising edge delay
-- - * detector - delay a ts

counter

L(tirne slots)
n SM

counter
(symnbols) o

Figure 31: Timer block diagram

4.3.3 TOA processor

The TOA processor estimates the time gap between a reference mark and the time a new

packet is received. There is no need for special packets or pulses for ranging; the TOA
processor works directly with the data packet transmitted over the system. The simplest

implementation of this block consists of a counter with the reset input controlled by the

reference signal and a latch at its output controlled by the time mark signal asserted when a

new packet is received. However, the range resolution will be limited to the time between
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samples in the best-case scenario. The range estimation generated using the bop reference can
be improved using every pulse in the data field. In this case, the TOA processor accumulates
the time information generated for each symbol into a single value.

counter ---

bop flip-flop left shift

bop _________

tto
flip-flop toa

reference
time mark

Figure 32: TOA processor, simplified view

For one-way ranging, the reference time mark used to reset the counter is the 1PPS
signal generated by the GPS. For two-way ranging, the signal used to reset the counter value
is the time mark generated by the PPM modulator flagging the transmission of a new packet.

The preamble consists of two high-power pulses. Hence, the time reference mark
generated by the preamble detector will be more accurate than the time reference generated
for each symbol. However, the number of pulses in the data field is much higher. The average
position of the pulses in the data field in relation to the beginning of the corresponding time
slot will result in an improvement of the range estimation. When noise power is high enough,
this architecture will result in time estimations better than the sampling time.
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4.3.4 PPM demodulator

The PPM demodulator integrates the samples of the received signal in each time slot

and selects the symbol most likely transmitted based on the energy calculated for each slot. In

addition, the PPM demodulator assigns a confidence level to each PPM symbol. Both NODE

and CLICK use Reed-Solomon (RS) encoding. PPM symbols do not only contain information

on where the pulse is but also on "where that pulse is not"; hence, the code has an intrinsic

redundancy that can be exploited by a soft Reed-Solomon decoder. A high confidence level

means that the power level of one and only one slot is above a scaled value of the signal

power level calculated using the preamble and all other time slots are below a scaled value of

the noise power level. In order to reduce the power consumed by the FPGA, the timer enables

this block once per slot, asserting the time symbol mark.

MFout
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npe
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sm

data

confidence
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Figure 33: PPM demodulator, simplified view
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Figure 33 depicts the simplest implementation of the PPM demodulator and Figure 34

presents a potential implementation of the PPM demodulator capable of estimating the time

shift for each pulse in the data field.
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Figure 34: PPM demodulator with multiple phases, simplified view

4.3.5 Improving range resolution beyond sampling time

One of the main disadvantages of this all-digital MF receiver is that the resolution in

range is limited to the sampling rate of the ADC. In Section 4.3.3, we discussed the use of the

pulses in the data field to increase range resolution. When the SNR of the received signal is

high and the jitter of the oscillator is low, the use of multiple pulses will no further improve

range resolution because the relative time shift for different symbols will be the same.

In order to further increase range resolution, we propose the use of pulse shape

discrimination (PSD) implemented using filters matching different subsample delays of the

pulse. For example, when using a 1 GSPS ADC, the maximum range resolution is 30 cm.

Using an optimal PSD implementation (multiple parallel Ms), this resolution could be
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increased to some centimeters. A first simulation performed using 10 parallel MFs showed

promising results.

0,25

G.s -

0.05-

0 W0 SO 10 4 0 .0 so 1

Figure 35: Impulse responses used in PSD simulation

This improvement will be limited by the SNR of the received signal. On the other hand,

averaging the time of arrival of multiple pulses will work well with noisy signals. These two

ideas, PSD and average TOA improved by noise, will operate in different regions of SNR and

could result in more accurate ranging systems. This method is a combination of

synchronization based on a known sequence and blind synchronization based on unknown

data.

4.4 Implementation using Novo's products

Figure 35 shows the proposed architecture for future Lasercom systems.
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Figure 36: Avionics subsystem with Lasercom module

The functions described in Section 4.1 to Section 4.3 will be implemented in the Zynq
Ultrascale+ SoC on the Smart Carrier module. These functions are:

- Pointing

a. FSM control

b. Beacon camera frames processing

c. QuadCell signal processing

- Modulation

- Demodulation

- Ranging

- Wavelength calibration (TOSA bias current and temperature control)
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The high-speed ADC and its associated circuits are the only components in the FMC

mezzanine card connected to the Payload module. This will enable the use of COTS FMC

cards designed for defense applications. In addition, this architecture will allow the evaluation

of different modulation/demodulation schemes, including time-to-digital converters and

optical demodulation, with minimal redesigns in other parts of the system.

The electrical interfaces change often due to the use of commercial parts (TOSA,

amplifiers, etc.). It is key then to constrain the interfaces to a low complexity and independent

part of the design. These interfaces will be connected through the SpaceVPX 10 board that

can be redesigned to cover the needs for the specific mission. The Expansion Plane will be

used to control these components allocated in the IO module. The lines in this plane are

routed to the Zynq Ultrascale+ in the Payload module through the SmartFusion2 SoC [7] in

the same module. The IO module will host the circuits that control the Lasercom subsystem,

including:

- Quad DAC for the FSM

- Filter and low-speed ADC for QuadCell signal

- Filter and low-speed ADC for photodiode signal (calibration)

- TOSA control circuit

- Tx driver

- Beacon driver

In addition to the functions related to laser communications, the system will implement

the tasks of the avionics subsystem. These functions will be hosted in an independent

SpaceVPX electronic module (CPU) in order to maintain the modularity of the system,

enabling teams to work independently on each system. The functions implemented in this

module are:

1. Control and data handling

2. Attitude determination and control

3. Thermal Management

4. System control and housekeeping
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As in the case of the Lasercom subsystem, most interfaces related to the Avionics

subsystem will be connected through the 10 module. The CPU does not have Expansion

Plane, the user defined pins and the remaining Control links will be used instead.

Figure 36 shows the proposed architecture of the Lasercom system using Novo's

products. The white boxes in the diagram represent electronic components and hard IP cores.

The blue boxes are FPGA cores, and the green boxes are functions implemented in software.

The SmarFusion2 SoC on the CPU has a Cortex-M3 processor and fabric (FPGA). The

M3 processor will be shared between the three tasks of the Avionics subsystem and the

System Controller task. These tasks will exchange data through an inter-process

communication mechanism. The System Controller is a firmware provided with the CPU.

This task performs the housekeeping duties on the SpaceVPX system using the Control Plane.

The SpW interfaces defined in the SpaceVPX standard for this plane and the serial RapidIO

(SRIO) defined for the Data Plane will be implemented in the fabric of the SmarFusion2.

The attitude determination and control system (ADCS) collects data from the sensors

and controls the actuator through the SpaceVPX 10 module. The specific circuits and

connectors for each sensor and actuator will be hosted in the 1O module. Similarly, the

thermal management subsystem reads the ADC value connected to the thermistors and

programs the DAC controlling the heaters. Finally, the CPU receives commands from and

sends telemetry data to the ground station via a low data rate radio connected to the 10

module.

The Zynq Ultrascale+ [6] on the Payload module contains a dual/quad ARM53

processor, a dual ARM Cortex -R5 real-time processor, an ARM Mali-400 MP graphical

processor, and fabric. Each of the three tasks implemented in software can be executed in a

different processor. The distribution of tasks among different processors is beyond the scope

of this initial work. The Zynq Ultrascale+ contains a hard-core AXI bridge. The three

processors have direct access to that bridge. The three tasks performed in the carrier will be

controlled and monitored by the CDH directly through the Data Plane via an AXI/SRIO

bridge implemented in the fabric.
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Figure 37: Architecture for future Lasercom systems using Novo's products
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The high-resolution camera or any other payload will be connected directly to the CPU

through one of the remaining serial data interfaces in the Data Plane. The SSR connected on

top of the CPU will buffer data when the satellite is not within visibility range of the Ground

Station.

The Zynq SoC is a power hungry device. CDH can turn the Zynq SoC on and off

through the Control Plane when the Lasercom system is not transmitting or receiving data.

CDH can also power off the entire Payload module through the Utility Plane.

For longer and more reliable missions, the system will have component level

redundancy. The architecture of the system will be similar to case study II.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

The SpaceVPX standard will do for space systems what the OpenVPX standard did for

defense ground systems. The extra reliability built in the standard seems adequate for long-

term remote systems such as complex space missions. Size and weight can be easily traded

for reliability by adding redundant modules. Using COTS in combination with the SpaceVPX

standard will enable the development of powerful applications reaching data rates of several

tens of Gbit/s.

The modularity defined in the SpaceVPX standard is adequate for the conceptualization

of different applications, though the division in sub-functions increases the SWaP and cost of

the systems. Combining multiple functions into single modules reduces SWaP, but decreases

the flexibility of each module. The number of applications and hence the space heritage of the

products will be reduced if the modules are not flexible enough.

In order to reduce SWaP and simultaneously increase both flexibility and modularity,

Novo Space products combine the SpaceVPX standard with the FMC standard. This

combination will allow a rapid development of most applications with minimum redesigns,

constraining the non-recursive engineering (NRE) to the FMC board.
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